Health technology assessment in clinical biochemistry. Methylmalonic acid: a Danish showcase.
In 1992 plasma methylmalonic acid (MMA) was introduced in Denmark for diagnosing vitamin B-12 deficiency. Now, 10 years later, we report on a health technology assessment (HTA) suggesting that the clinical usefulness of MMA is uncertain. MMA is an obvious component for measurement in the diagnosis of vitamin B-12 deficiency because MMA accumulates when there is a lack of vitamin B-12, and technologically the analysis is of high quality. The diagnostic sensitivity of MMA is high, whereas the diagnostic specificity is debatable, and our results suggest it to be relatively low. The organizational aspect implies that both MMA and P-cobalamins have been increasingly employed, though no consensus on the use of the analyses has emerged. The benefit to the patient is not obvious. An increased level of MMA does not predict further increases over time, and vitamin B-12 treatment shows limited clinical benefit in individuals with a moderately increased MMA. The economic consequences of introducing MMA were an increase in the costs of MMA and P-cobalamins of 12% per year during 1992-2000 and an increase in the turnover of vitamin B-12 preparations of 9% per year. In conclusion, MMA was introduced on sound grounds for both pathophysiological considerations and analytical quality. Our HTA shows that the resources employed to diagnose and to treat vitamin B-12 deficiency have increased considerably, but yet we have no evidence to suggest the clinical benefit.